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The main task of the EU funded eContent project LOIS1

(Lexical Ontologies for legal Information Sharing) is the de-
velopment and connection of 6 legal WordNets based on the
EuroWordNet (EWN) framework (Vossen et al, 1997). Us-
ing the EWN framework assures compatibility of the LOIS
WordNets with EWN, allowing them to function as an ex-
tension of EWN for the legal domain. Ten partners from six
European countries (seven universities/research centres and
three enterprises) participate in this project. Within the ap-
proved project duration of 24 months, around 5000 synsets
will be localized for each language involved. The LOIS
project primarily aims at providing easy mono- and multi-
lingual access to European legal databases for legal experts
as well as for laymen. Further research will focus on im-
proved techniques for information retrieval, on providing
standards for the representation of legal documents, on the
commercial use of public sector information, on showcase
applications for test and demonstration purposes, and on
product placement for integration of the result into commer-
cial applications. To reach this goal, WordNets of six differ-
ent languages (Italian, Dutch, Portuguese, German, Czech,
English) will be localized and cross-linked through an un-
structured inter-lingual index (ILI).

The existing Italian legal WordNet ‘JurWordNet’ (JWN)
(Gangemi et al. 2003), which was developed as an extension
of the Italian EWN, provides the basis for the LOIS lexical
database (the first module of the LOIS database). Further-
more, the Italian JWN is used as the ILI to map the different
WordNets. Before the start of manual localization, an auto-
matic intersection of the 1695 synsets of the Italian JWN
with EuroDicAutom2 was made. Subsequently, a mapping
was created between the English result list of 579 literals
and the Princeton WordNet 1.6. The WordNet structures of
the different WordNets have been established analogously to
the Italian JWN. Up till the present moment, the manual revi-
sion, adding of definitions, and integration have been going
on.

The legislative database (the second module of the LOIS
database) is based on legal definitions extracted from EU
sources and, for the sub-domain consumer protection law,
also from the national transformations and other relevant na-
tional provisions. For this purpose, a tool was developed to

1Seehttp://www.loisproject.org/
2Seehttp://europa.eu.int/eurodicautom/

extract legal definitions from European directives. Defini-
tions of different language versions have been automatically
connected and national implementation measures are being
added manually. As a result of the distinction of a lexical
database and a legislative database, two different types of
concepts are represented within LOIS:lexical concepts, des-
ignated by terms and the lexical meanings assigned to them,
andlegal concepts, designated by terms and their definitions
from legal documents.

Regarding language internal relations, the complete set
of EWN relations is available, but primarily the lexical re-
lations (near-)synonymy and the taxonomic relations hy-
ponymy/hyperonymy are used. Equivalence relations be-
tween synsets in each language are made explicit in the ILI,
whereas each synset in monolingual WordNets has – either
directly or indirectly by related synsets – at least one equiv-
alence relation with an ILI-record. For demonstration pur-
poses, the sub-domain of consumer protection law will be
further structured with other WordNet relations.

Figure 1 shows a schematic presentation of the modular
LOIS architecture, with the Italian legal database (IT) as ex-
ample. The main LOIS module is the National Legal Word-
Net. This is composed of lexical and legal concepts. The first
type consists of lexical concept representations. The second
type covers legal terminology. These occur in national legis-
lation, and therefore, they are part of the National Legal WN
(NC2 in Figure 1), and in EU legislation (NC1 in Figure 1),
in which case they are, because of their pan-European char-
acter, part of the National Legal WN on the one hand, and
the ILI on the other. Each National Legal WordNet concept
representation has a number of information fields associated
with it. These provide information on e.g., language, orthog-
raphy, definition and associated field of law. Any of these
National Legal WordNet concept representations present in
language specific synsets (LSS in Figure 1) of the corre-
sponding EWN language components are linked to these
synsets by means of plug-in relations (Magnini and Sper-
anza 2001).

All National Legal WordNet concept representations are
linked into the Inter-Lingual-Index by means of equivalence
relations. Furthermore, an ‘implemented as’ relation has
been introduced to indicate the link between EU concept
representations and their nation-specific implementations.
The Legal Document Index contains keys into national
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Figure 1: The LOIS database lay-out

and European legislative texts in which the legal terms
are explicitly used and defined. Currently, we anticipate
to establish a consolidated legislative database, comprising
current (thus, no historical) versions of statutes. Each legal
document (LD in Figure 1) has a number of information
slots associated with it that further specify its nature. The
main information is provided by the identity number that is
taken from the CELEX database3 for EU documents, and
local categorizations for national documents.

Overall, the LOIS architecture will allow users to investi-
gate a wide range of legal issues, such as:

• multiple senses of terms, due to different legislative
sources;

• differences between definitions of concepts in EU and
national legislation through theimplemented_asrela-
tion;

• relations between EU and national legislative docu-
ments through theimplemented_inrelation;

• comparisons of national legal systems;

3Seehttp://europa.eu.int/celex/htm/celex_en.htm.

• lexical definitions of concepts, if no terminological
definition is given;

• comparisons betweencommon language meaning and
terminological legal meaning through available plug-in
links.
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